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4x4-litre or 3x7-litre 
bag-in-box with separate 
dispensing system for 
each reference

Constant supply 
pressure independent of 
water flow or other 
external factors.

Fast filling with 
height-adjustable dispenser 
to accommodate glasses, 
bottles and jugs. Design, 
engineering and production
100% made in ltaly. 

Innovative, patented 
design, of our own 
creation, allowing for 
high concentrated fruit 
blending.

End-of-juice sensor 
ensures interruption
of delivery. 
OPTIONAL 

Delivery lock
Stanby of the drink
Water shortage detection.

CUSTOM

Compact, fast, suitable
for accommodation..
Target rooms 50/70.

A high standard of beverage dispensing for an easy
and comfortable experience, ideal for hotels,
restaurants and canteens.

INNOVATION,
EFFICIENCY
AND QUALITY

Uses fruit concentrates: the bag-in-boxes (4 x 4 kg or 3x7kg) are 
placed directly in the machine, under the quick opening lid and 
can be easily connected.

High quality products to maximise service efficiency
and reduce costs.

Automatic cleaning system for less staff effort.

Maximum energy efficiency: the dispenser cools the drink and 
saves 80% of energy compared to systems that cool 
continuously.

Programmable mixing.

Simplified installation.

Safety valve on water inlet.

Cooling can be maintained at the end of the service by stopping 
the drink delivery.

Predisposition for connection to water mains or water tank.

Interchangeable product labels.

On request: Control software for statistics and remote 
intervention - Wi-Fi/Bluetooth

With a simple "touch" it is possible to choose the desired drink: 
natural water at room temperature, cold natural and sparkling 
water and one of the 2 available juices, all cold, immediately 
obtaining a dispensing without splashes, residues and waste.

MAXIMUM
EASE

OF USE
12 months warranty
MADE IN ITALY

Sparkling/natural water supply YES

YES
Provision of concentrated Bag
in Box products

OPTIONALEnd of juice sensor

YESPush/Control

YES
Access to filtration
and CO2 system compartment

2L MINSingle dispensing
for each bang in box

V240 - 50HZ.Voltage (v/Hz)

38X62X70Dimensions W-D-H (cm)

46Weight (Kg)

1,3Absorption (A)

YESRefrigerant Gas R134a

YESAnti-flooding solenoid valve




